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Dear Stone Community, 
 
Let’s start here: at times, I’m a little suspicious of handbooks. 
 
Not handbooks-as-such, but what handbooks become over time as organizations and 
institutions grow, as both become more byzantine and less purpose-driven.  When done poorly, 
handbooks become a set of stale procedures and rules to point backward at, they serve only 
when life goes sideways, they become a kind of dumping ground for retroactive fixes to 
institutional challenges. 
 
I also know that great handbooks can be inspiring, powerful documents -- they serve as 
guiding principles and North Stars.  Two companies that I really admire -- Valve and Disquus -- 
have written beautiful handbooks; Netflix built the famous Culture Deck that has since been 
shared all over the internet; Nordstrom’s handbook is a single card which reads only, “Use 
Good Judgement In All Situations”.  
 
When done right, “handbooks” can be extraordinary things. 
 
We wrote our mission three years ago, and by and large we stick to it.  Our mission is a 
statement of our pedagogy (that we believe everyone learns best by doing); it’s a statement of 
intent (that we want to prepare our students for what comes next); it’s a statement of our 
values (that we practice empathy, ethicality, and gratitude); it’s a statement of our aspirations 
(that our product is a generation of students committed to making the world a better place).  
 
In an ideal world, our mission would be all Stone would need in terms of a “handbook”.  And 
that would be a pretty powerful thing -- to exist as a school whose guidelines were effectively, 
“Be empathetic, be ethical, be grateful, and make the world a better place.”  But of course 
schools are complex organizations and, as do handbooks, they tend to grow in complexity 
over time.  The pages following represent our attempt to create a kind of “roadmap” for “How 
Stone Works” -- a roadmap which will live permanently online and will evolve as often as its 
school does.  As the handbook changes we will be sure to post updates in Slack, discuss them 
at morning meeting, and update the version history.  For today, How Stone Works is divided 
into four sections: 
 

1. Culture at Stone; 
2. Institutional Structure, Governance, and Communication; 
3. Policies and Best Practices; 
4. Discipline. 

 

https://www.businessinsider.com/nordstroms-employee-handbook-2014-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/nordstroms-employee-handbook-2014-10
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This handbook is by no means extraordinary, but it is an attempt to get some of the character 
and culture of our institution down on paper before we grow too large to remember it.  As you 
have questions, please ask -- we’ll keep growing this document over time. 
 
Read on.  And then head out into the world and build your canoes. 
 
With so much gratitude, 
 
Mike Simpson, 
Head of School   

https://www.stoneindependent.org/new-blog/2018/9/13/notes-on-building-metaphoric-canoes-a-letter-to-the-student-body
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I.   Culture  At Stone. 
  
 
There’s a slide we share at just about every presentation we make about Stone -- we’ve used it 
at back to school nights, Open Houses, even at the Mastery Transcript Consortium.  It’s a 
“mission-slide”, and it reads: 

 

 
From the outset, Stone was designed to be a “culture-first” organization, and because it is we 
spend a lot of time in our school talking, well, culture.  On one hand, our students get a little 
tired of hearing about “culture” all the time; on the other, they know how important our culture 
is to who we are.  Specifically, we describe our culture as having two components -- rigor and 
joy. 
 

a. Rigor.  A different way of saying “rigor” is saying, “At Stone, the work matters.”  We 
expect the workload at Stone to be challenging, to be complex, and to “matter”.  We 
don’t assign worksheets here at Stone and we almost never give “traditional” tests.  Our 
students are asked to solve “real” problems, to leverage their available tools, to 
onboard skills they didn’t know they had, to work across a number of digital 
ecosystems, to collaborate regularly, in order to show “evidence” of learning.   
 

b. Joy.  A different way of saying “joy” is saying, “At Stone, the work matters”.  Which is to 
say: we expect our students’ time at Stone to matter to them personally and we expect 
our students work matter to them too.  We expect our faculty to align their assignments 
and assessments with “real world outcomes”, we expect our students come to Stone 
committed to doing the best work of their life. We also expect our students to care for 
the institution, their peers, and themselves: the work should feel challenging and 
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complex, but life here should feel healthy and joyful.  And if it doesn’t feel that way?  We 
need to know right away.   
 

If it all goes according to plan, all that culture -- all that hard work, all that joyfulness -- adds up 
to a graduate that is curious, and thoughtful, and engaged, and generous, and empathetic, and 
ethical.   
 
And headed out into the world, prepared to make a real difference. 
 
Conduct. 
We have very few rules here at Stone, we’d really like to keep it that way, and to that end we 
ask that in all you do you deploy our mission as a guide for your conduct.  Generally speaking, 
we ask that: 
 

● Everything you do on our campus remain “mission consistent”; 
● Everything you do on our campus serves your work.   

 
Which is to say: our values and our work lead the way here, and students who struggle to 
remain on-mission and on-task may be recommended to meet with the Honor Committee (see 
Discipline/Honor Committee) in order to determine a best step forward. 
 
How We Work. 
We’re in a constant state of evolution here at Stone, honing the tools and skills students need 
in order to “work well”.  Though we are a suspicious of “the new app” for note-taking or the 
newest software package, our students’ work lives inside the kind of digital tools which enable 
them to work efficiently, to collaborate across devices, and to work in whatever context in 
which they find themselves.  Our broad goal is to make sure that whenever possible our 
students use the same “productivity tools” that they will encounter and work with in the “real 
world”: 
 

a. G Suite.  Because we believe in doing “real world work”, succeshul Stone students 
should be very comfortable using three critical tools inside of G Suite: google drive, 
google calendar, and gmail.  Most of our academic work is curated inside google drive; 
Stone faculty love it when students use their calendar for course planning and for 
organizing meetings; students are expected to check email daily as a way to 
communicate formally with their peers, teachers, and collaborators.   
 

b. Slack.  Slack is the “real-time” messaging tool that we use for quick conversations 
about class and school (see “Policies/Slack” for notes on best practices).  Slack is an 
invaluable tool for quick conversation -- it also can get pretty hectic in the middle of a 
busy school day and isn’t necessarily a great place for sustained, substantive dialogue.   
 

https://slack.com/
http://slack/
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c. And, Google Classroom.  Google Classroom is new at Stone -- it is the “learning 
management system” in which our students find their assignments, rubrics, and class 
management tools.  While Google Classroom does provide weekly (and sometimes 
daily) updates for our parents, we do not offer “logins” to our parents otherwise. 

 
To work at Stone, you must have hardware which allows you to do rigorous and sustained work 
online all day.  We ask that all of our students bring a laptop to school (please feel free to use 
any laptop which will allow you to work well here at Stone); you are also welcome to use a 
mobile device (phone, tablet, etc).  As ever, please allow The Mission to help you make positive 
choices about your use of technology in our school.   
 
Assessment.   
Currently, we assess our students in two ways: first, via traditional “alphanumeric grades”; 
second, via an evolving “digital portfolio system” which allows our students to better “show 
evidence” of what they “know: 
 

Alphanumeric Grades.  We should open up by saying: we hope that sometime in the 
near future our school will do away with alphanumeric grades completely. 
Alphanumeric grading is an outdated modality, alphanumeric grades are completely 
uncalibrated at the national level, alphanumeric grades incentivize a series of values 
that we think iares unproductive to “deep learning”, and quite frankly the “math” behind 
grading doesn’t make a whole lot of sense.  But we aren’t there quite yet and because 
we aren’t our faculty will do their best to give a lot of feedback (via rubrics, 
one-on-ones, narrative comments, etc) and communicate regularly to our students their 
academic standing.  We like to say around school that no-one should be surprised by 
their end-of-marking period grades. 
 
Digital Portfolio. 
We believe a more powerful way of considering our student’s growth at school is this -- 
we want our students to show us what they know.  We want our students to show us 
what they “know” in their individual classes, we want our students to show us what they 
“know” across their classes, at the end of the school year we want our students to sit 
down with 2-3 Stone teachers and show us what skills and knowledge they have 
acquired over their school year as a way to “matriculate” to the next school year. 
 
To do it, we ask our students to “curate” digital portfolios which “show evidence” of 
their learning across a given school year.   Their digital portfolios contain a list of nine 
core competencies (around here we sometimes call them buckets) that look like this: 
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Faculty work with students to define the contents of these digital folders over the course of 
their school year, but generally speaking as our students move through Stone we’d like them to 
get in the habit of asking themselves those first three questions: 
 

1. What Am I Doing? 
2. How Can I “Capture” It? 
3. What Does It Show Evidence Of? 

 
Three questions, nine buckets.  Our assignments align to those nine buckets, our students 
have advisors who review the contents of the buckets throughout the year, and our students 
meet with regularly with their teachers to help better organize and define their portfolio.   
 
“Feedback”. 
But of course, we don’t believe that assessment begins or ends with grades and portfolios -- 
we believe in both “hard” and “soft” assessment at Stone.  Our students should expect to offer 
and receive quite a lot of feedback in the form of casual conversations, “one-on-ones”, and 
formal defenses.  We use the phrase, “I’d like to offer you some feedback” often around Stone 
-- know that we will offer a lot of it, and we expect to receive it as well.  
 
Mods, Intensives, Report Cards, and Graduation. 
We call our marking periods “Modules” or “Mods”.  There are five “mods” in our current 
schedule, in each our students take a total of four classes (plus one club and an E Block class 
[see: E Block]).  Mods run about 33 days, and while core classes may run across multiple 
mods, our schedules change dramatically when the mod changes.  For us, that’s an added 
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feature of the mod system -- that every six weeks or so the entire schedule turns over and the 
school year naturally refreshes itself. 
 
Twice a year, we offer 5 day “intensive” courses which run all day and are intended to focus on 
the kind of unique, idiosyncratic work which represents the passions and interest of our 
student body and faculty.  An Intensive Course might focus on digital photography or music 
recording; an Intensive might feature a trip to Italy or an expedition dog-sledding in Minnesota 
(yes, really!).  Have an idea for a dream 5 day course?  Get support from a faculty member and 
propose it to Abby and we might run it. 
 
A typical schedule over the course of a single Mod at Stone looks something like this:  

 
However, the dynamic nature of our schedule means that over the course of a school year our 
students accrue an array of unique course options which truly reflect “who they are” as 
academics”: 
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A week or so after the end of each Mod, you will receive a report card with your “grades”, as 
well as longer narrative comments reflective of your work over the course of the marking 
period.  While grades are important, we believe the “true” assessment lines in our narrative 
comments and we hope they offer real insight and feedback to you.  As you have questions 
regarding final comments or grades be sure to contact either your teacher or Kirchner.   
 
Graduating from Stone 
Our schedule allows students to take many more courses by graduation than students in a 
more traditional system. In fact, they can complete PA state graduation requirements in about 
⅔ of the time it might take another student attending a school with a different model. That 
allows our students to spend the rest of the time exploring an area of interest more deeply or 
exploring areas of discipline that are less familiar. By graduation, our students will have 
completed a minimum of: 
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Stone Terminology: 
Design Thinking. 
Simply put, “Design thinking” is a process for creative problem solving, and at Stone it is our 
intention to ask you to try to creatively solve complex problems often.  The version of “design 
thinking” which we deploy most regularly has been developed by the great Stanford D School 
and asks creative problem solvers to meditate on the nature of a problem before presuming a 
solution.  Perhaps what is most powerful about this process is its circularity -- that inherent to 
design thinking is re-designing, re-prototyping, re-testing, and “failing well”:   
 

 
 
 
We practice versions of design-thinking in a number of different corners of our school (and in 
fact you’ll find that we’re a very…. “post-it note friendly” school…!) -- over time, design 

https://dschool.stanford.edu/
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thinking becomes a practice, a mentality, and a process which informs our pedagogy at a 
fundamental level and creates a natural creative workflow to the shape of each of our classes: 
 

 
 
Stonehunt.   
Stonehunt is a two week scavenger hunt which challenges our Houses to think creatively, to 
problem solve, to work together, to leverage resources, and  best of all  to complete a 
number of unique challenges that we think are pretty funny.   We believe in Stonehunt because it 
is a lot of fun; we also believe in Stonehunt because at its core Stonehunt incentivizes our 
students to work across grade levels, to work collaboratively, to get to know their community a 
little better, to problem solve in sophisticated ways, to learn just a little bit about game theory, 
and to enjoy spending time together.  For a sense of what Stonehunt can be like, feel free to 
peruse the list from last year right here .   
 
The Junior Workshop (as borrowed from The Calhoun School). 
The Junior Workshop is an eight-week class for which eleventh grade students create 
knowledge, insight, beauty and/or function by executing a project which is a function of their 
own passions. A Junior Workshop project requires significant research, but a student’s product 
may not be a report on this knowledge: they must bring something new into the world. 
Students share their ideas and process with their Junior Workshop faculty advisor, but also 
with a group of students who give feedback. One of the project’s important requirements is that 
the student knows how their intended project is different from what already exists in the world. 
“Research” in Junior Workshop is defined in the broadest possible way: while everyone will 
likely consult traditional sources, such as printed materials, “research” also refers to things like 
examining photographs, films, or painting, doing on-site observations, interviews, surveys, etc. 
The penultimate and final critiques for each student are public to the community. 
 
The Senior Defense. 
All seniors must pass The Defense to graduate and receive a final transcript. The Defense is 
meant to be a significant research project that serves as a synthesis of learning and the 
defense of a student’s academic and intellectual growth during their time at Stone. The 
Defense is different from a capstone project in that a student is given a personalized question 
to answer, based on individualized advising beginning at the end of junior year. Students not 
only present their work for “the question,” but also present a final explanation of their mastery 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yhE_vx_7yrmGMa2ZmSNKm4_CFK6v76NnZS8Bc7Trd6A/edit?usp=sharing
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portfolios. 
 
Forthcoming: 
 
College Counseling 
E-Block   
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II.  Institutional Structure , Governance, and Communication 
 
 
We try to foster an institutional culture where leadership matters, where students feel 
empowered to design and build their school, where everyone in our community feels both 
known and heard.  While our structure is familiar to most in the independent school world, our 
design is at times less so -- at times we do things just a little differently, in the hopes of creating 
a school where important conversations can occur organically in both formal and informal 
ways.  Our institutional structure: 
 
The Board of Trustees.  Boards of Trustees are governing bodies in independent schools -- 
they are charged with ensuring the school’s financial health, protecting the school’s mission, 
and assessing the Head of School.  When we are able, we ask each senior class to choose one 
member to serve as a Trustee so that we may create transparency between the Board and the 
school and so that the Board remains connected closely to the student Body.   
 
Currently, our Board meets 9 times a year and is subdivided into a few Ad Hoc subcommittees 
(Nominating Committee, Governance Committee, Finance Committee).  Our current Trustees 
are: Mike Simpson (Head of School), Susan Gottlieb (Faculty Representative), Michaele Ruzow, 
Mike Mersky (Head of School at  St. Edwards  and former Head of School at LCDS), Karen West, 
Sherry Qualls, Daniel Dube, Kirk Marzock, Melissa Baez, Mary Cae Williams (former Head of 
School of  The New School ), Mark Atlee, and Jason Confair (Stone’s Attorney). 
 
The Senior Administrative Team .  The Senior Administrative Team is charged with managing the 
daily operations of the School, and is comprised of Mike Simpson (Head of School), Abby 
Kirchner (Assistant Head of School) and AJ Lee (CFO).  By and large, as you have questions 
for the Senior Administrative Team you should feel very comfortable emailing us collectively, but 
if you‘d like to streamline your communications we split up the school like this:  
 

Mike : Culture, Marketing, Development, Governance, and Admissions; 
AJ : Tuition/Finance, Building/Grounds, Operations, Transportation, and HR; 
Abby : Education, Curriculum, Scheduling, College Counseling, and Attendance. 

 
You are welcome to cc all of us with broad questions regarding Stone; feel very comfortable 
looking at our responsibility tree and emailing us individually.  We try hard to build a culture 
where feedback is welcome  if something just doesn’t feel like it’s working, please know that a 
(generously worded!) email explaining what you’re seeing and what opportunities we have to 
improve are absolutely welcome. 
 
 

https://www.steds.org/page/about/letter-from-the-head-of-school/ses-leadership-team
https://www.newschool.net/
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Student Government.  Our Student Government (or #Stugo, as we like to call it) is an active 
and empowered governing student congrress.  Student Government is charged with the daily 
governance of the student body (including running morning meeting), it is also charged with 
listening carefully to the wants/needs of the student body and communicating with the 
Administrative team, with developing meaningful policy which will enhance the lives of our 
students, and with advancing the school’s mission.  While these positions will evolve as our 
student body grows, Student Government is currently comprised of: 
 

1. The Student Body President; 
2. Four grade level representatives; 
3. The House Prefects; 
4. Echo Club President; 
5. Faculty Representative (Head of School). 

 
For more information on our Student Government (including our Election patterns), be sure to 
read our Student Government Constitution right here.   
 
The House System.  House Systems aren’t just for Hogwarts -- House Systems are traditional 
mechanisms in the independent school world which allow students to build meaningful vertical 
relationships across grade levels.  Each House is charged with winning the Annual House 
Championship in which the Houses compete in four primary competitions: 
 

1. Stonehunt; 
2. Service; 
3. The Spring Olympiad;  
4. And, “Year Long House Spirit” (as voted by the Stone Faculty). 

 
From the outside, the House System sounds like a way for us to hold a lot of goofy 
competitions (and at some level that’s true!); in truth we believe that the relationships 
developed by working “vertically” throughout our school enhance the Stone experience and 
advance our culture.  Our Houses have developed very idiosyncratic cultures, and we expect 
those differentiating internal cultures to grow as our school grows. 
 
Echo Club.  The Echo Club is charged with designing the “student experience” (or the “Stone 
UX”) at Stone.  The Echo club is responsible for social events (like dances); the Echo Club is 
responsible for designing many of the competitions we run around school; the Echo Club is 
also responsible for designing and impacting the daily Student experience at Stone -- which 
may mean anything from making hot chocolate on cold Winter mornings to stress relief 
activities toward the end of a particularly rigorous Mod.     
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KtR9yF2eC1X9MAjXWyZffAs3W9NhpyLalHcMcAawPO8/edit?usp=sharing
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Communication.  
As with our institutional structure, our goal is to create myriad ways for dialogue and 
conversation to occur, to allow ideas and feedback to “bubble up” to the Stone administrative 
tree:   
 
Grade Level Deans.   Our grade level deans are each responsible for overseeing and caretaking 
the gradelevel experience at Stone.  Our grade level deans build gradelevel culture, they hold 
gradespecific social events, they run gradelevel meetings, they check in on members of their 
grade, and they serve as a great “first contact point” for gradelevel specific questions.  Abby 
and Mike serve as Deans for the 11th, 12th, and PG students; Jay Lance 
( lancej@stoneindependent.org ) serves as 10th grade Dean, and AJ Lee serves as the 9th 
grade Dean alongside JeAnna Durnell ( durnellj@stoneindependent.org ).   
 
Advisors:  Stone students begin each morning with a 15 minute advisor meeting.  Our advisor 
groups are heterogenous mixes of grade levels  and give our students a “first contact” as they 
have questions about their lives at Stone.  Advisors are responsible for keeping an eye on their 
advisees, building rapport, and ensuring their advisees experience at Stone.  As you have 
questions about how your student is “doing”, feel free to check in first with their advisor! 
 
Morning Meeting.  Morning meeting is run by our Student Body president and is an important 
component of life at Stone.  We meet every other day to talk through the day, to discuss issues 
facing our community, to compete as Houses (see: Stonehunt), to reflect on what we’re doing 
well or what we’re struggling with, to exhibit public projects, and to recognize our successes. 
We do our absolute best to discuss all new initiatives and policies which may impact our 

mailto:lancej@stoneindependent.org
mailto:durnellj@stoneindependent.org
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students at morning meeting and we expect our students to ask important questions of us at 
morning meeting as well.   
 
Parents’ Association.   We have a robust and active Parents Association of which  all  our Parents 
are “members”.  The Parents’ Association meets monthly, and we use those meetings for Head 
of School updates on “the state of Stone” before moving into subcommittee conversations. 
Currently, the Parents’ Association is lead by an Executive Committee of Sean Brown, Lisa 
Cernic, Elaine Willis, Sharon Trostle, Wynn Kinder, and Michelle Simon and curates  a website 
with PAoriented updates and information  as well as  an active Facebook page .  You are 
welcome to attend all Parents’ Association meetings and it is our hope   that they serve as a 
useful way to get additional depth and nuance regarding what is happening around campus.  If 
you interested in a  long  read on the benefits (and occasional missteps) inherent to great Parents 
Associations, be sure to check out this great document published by  The National Association of 
Independent Schools .   
 
ParentSpecific Social Events.   In addition to the monthly Parents’ Association meetings, we 
hold monthly “Fourth Friday” social gathering at a variety of locations around Lancaster County 
(reach out to Lisa Cernic for questions and suggestions); we hold Parent Coffees toward the 
end of each Mod; and we continue to develop “educational” opportunities such as the Stone 
Parent Book Club as a way to get together and talk shop.   
 
School Updates.  We do our best to keep you updated on what is happening around school 
informally (the #general channel and the #parentsfaculty channels of Slack tend to work like an 
internal social media feed for the school) and formally via a monthly email from Mike or Abby. 
Should a more pressing communication need to come from the school we will email you and 
post in #parentsfaculty that an important update has been sent.   
 
School Calendar.  We update our school-wide google calendar regularly and try to share as 
much of “what’s happening around campus” on that calendar.  You may see (and “add”) the 
calendar right here.  
 
School Closings.  Generally speaking, our administrative policy is to follow the lead first of our 
home district (School District of Lancaster) and then the outlying public schools with whom we 
work (Warwick, LS, Elizabethtown, Township, Penn Manor, Donegal, and Hempfield) in order to 
determine whether or not Stone should be delayed or closed in case of inclement weather.  If 
SDoL is closed or delayed, we will be closed or delayed; if SDoL remains open, we will look 
to see how the other public schools are impacted by weather in order to make our final 
decisions). 
 
In the event of an impending "significant weather event", the Senior Admin Team begins 
monitoring weather and delays the evening before such event and — given the broad 
geographic reach of our community — we will always err on the side of caution.  If there is no 
clear decision to be made the evening before such an event we will begin monitoring again at 

https://www.stoneindependent.org/parents-association/
https://www.stoneindependent.org/parents-association/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1721023617919969/
http://www.nais.org/Articles/SiteAssets/Pages/Independent-School-Parents'-Associations-3a-The-Good-2c-The-Bad-2c-and-Avoiding-the-Ugly-156559/NAIS_ParentAssocFINAL.pdf
http://www.nais.org/Articles/SiteAssets/Pages/Independent-School-Parents'-Associations-3a-The-Good-2c-The-Bad-2c-and-Avoiding-the-Ugly-156559/NAIS_ParentAssocFINAL.pdf
https://calendar.google.com/calendar?cid=c3RvbmVpbmRlcGVuZGVudC5vcmdfcDNqMnV1MDFwYWlqcW9nY2N1aGczcGtjMjhAZ3JvdXAuY2FsZW5kYXIuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbQ
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5:30am the following morning.  Our goal when possible is to have a “first response” out to our 
community by 6:30am and then to make additional decisions as they need to be made. 
 
When we announce a delay, we will announce it in a total of 5 places: 
 

1.  Email; 
2.  Slack; 
3.  Facebook; 
4.  Twitter; 
5.  WGAL. 

 
As you have pressing concerns regarding weather, please text Mike at 717-468-0019 and, as 
ever, should snow/ice/weather/etc impact your family or district in a unique way don’t ever 
hesitate to err on the side of safety.   
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III.  Policies . 
 
If there is one area in which our handbook is certain to grow in heft, it is in “policy”.  Two years 
ago we were a community of twenty students and eight faculty members and our “policies” 
were almost entirely “ad hoc”.  As we do grow in organizational complexity we will do our best 
to co-author any policy which directly impacts our student body with our Student Government 
leaders; as we add additional procedures, policies, and “best practices” we will be sure to 
update everyone in slack and update the version history of this document.  
 
 
Activism and Walkouts (TBW by Student Government) 
 
Attendance.   
Attendance is, of course, mandatory.  We expect our students to be in school every day and to 
be on time every day.  That being said, things happen -- students get sick, conflicts arrive, 
family life intrudes, etc. over the course of 170 or so days of school.  If you are to be absent or 
tardy for any reason please communicate directly with Abby via Slack or Email.  We do not 
track “excused” vs. “unexcused” tardies and absences -- we track them all together and 
assume that you are only late or absent for school with good reason.  Students who miss 
school for any reason are responsible for making up any missed work; in the unlikely event that 
a students’ tardies or absences accumulate in a way that is concerning, the Administrative 
team may recommend that the Honor Committee review your specific situation and 
recommend a response. 

 
Dress Code.   
We don’t have a very specific dress code here at Stone -- there just isn’t a lot of evidence that 
dress codes make a lot of sense, are “fair”, or are governable in ways that aren’t profoundly 
problematic.  We expect that our students will choose to dress in a way that is consistent with 
the work of our school and consistent with the work of our mission; should we have concerns 
about a potential “dress code” violation we will express those concerns in as thoughtful and 
nuanced a way as we are able. 
 
Open Campus (last edit: 9/24/2018). 
Open Campuses in high schools are powerful things -- they serve as a kind of compact 
between students, institutions, and communities: that we trust each other, that we want to 
participate in the community around, that we are responsible citizens of the world. 
Participation in the Stone Independent School Open Campus policy is a privilege -- to opt-in, 
all Stone students: 1. Must have written consent from their parents, 2. Must remain in “good” 
academic standing, and 3: Must adhere to the rules of the policy as follows:   
 

1. All students, 9-12, must return the “Open Campus Permission Form” prior to 
participation in the Open Campus policy;  
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2. Each students 9-12 leaving campus must “sign out” electronically via the Slack 
#opencampus channel by sharing their destination and estimated return time; 

3. All students must have a working cell-phone with them and must be “reachable” within 
1 minute via Slack; 

4. All students, 9-12, must return to campus prior to their next school-sponsored activity 
(classes, clubs, E-Block, meetings, etc); 

5. 9th graders may not leave campus alone; 
6. Students who take/pass a bicycle safety course may ride a bike off-campus; 
7. Only seniors may drive or ride in a motorized vehicle during the school day; 
8. No student may go to their homes without permission from Kirchner, Simpson, or Lee; 
9. Students who violate any component of the Open Campus policy will lose off-campus 

privileges for 5 school days; 
10. Students who violate the Open Campus policy more than once will be asked to meet 

with the Honor Committee in order to determine a best course of action for the student 
and the school. 

 
School Safety/Laws/Academic Dishonesty, etc.   
We happen to believe that “most” rules at Stone are basic expectations.  For example: you 
can’t commit academic fraud here, you can’t use drugs or alcohol or tobacco products here, 
you can’t break the law here, you can’t bring weapons to school, you can’t hurt anyone here, 
you can’t harass anyone here, you can’t harass anyone online here, you can’t put yourself or 
others in any kind of danger.  In all such cases, if we believe that a student has acted in a way 
that could create harm for the student, other students, or the institution we will ask that student 
to appear before the Honor Committee. 
 
Slack (last edit: 10/18). 
 
At Stone, we use Slack for a number of different purposes -- it serves as a way to foster 
real-time collaboration, to create dialogue, to support our classes, and of course to celebrate 
the accomplishments within our community.  Due to the sheer volume of participation on slack, 
it is best whenever possible to post in content-specific channels (#advocacy, or 
#parentsfaculty, for example) as opposed to “#general”; whenever a member of our community 
chooses to post in #general we ask that you follow a few acceptable-use guidelines: 
 
Acceptable Use for #General:  

● General announcements (i.e. team/organization updates); 
● Questions that concern the entire community at large; 
● Schedule changes or updates 
● Pictures of school related activities 

 
Unsuitable for General: 

● Comments or dialogue which may be perceived as offensive or insensitive to any 
member of the Stone community; 
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● Content that is better suited for a more specific slack channel; 
● Updates on transportation issues (see: #transportation); 
● Messages directed at an individual; 

 
Broadly, our goal is to keep Slack as on-mission and as clutter-free as is possible given the 
sheer volume of communication which occurs in it.  Though our Student Government members 
serve as de facto Slack “moderators and will remove messages that are off-topic or 
off-mission, we ask our community to help out by following two best practices: 
 

1. Whenever possible, please post in content-specific channels as opposed to #general; 
2. Whenever possible, please “reply” to posts in #general by beginning threads beneath 

them as opposed to posting in the channel directly. 
 
Mistakes will almost certainly occur in slack -- it’s the nature of the tool, it’s the nature of 
communication.  As you have questions about where a message belongs or what “acceptable 
use” might be, please message Simpson, Abby, or a member of Student Government before 
posting.   
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IV.  Discipline.   
 
 
Our experience has been that by and large our community is pretty good at self-governing.  We 
all value the freedom inherent to Stone, we all value the close-knit relationships, we all 
recognize the fragility of both and because we do our students and faculty are pretty relentless 
about protecting that culture.  That being said, as we get larger we will almost certainly incur 
more philosophical gray areas and to that end we have constructed an “Honor Committee ” 2

whose principal job it is to determine, in more complex or significant areas, whether or not a 
given student has: 
 

1. Violated (in either spirit or in action) the tenets of the Stone mission; 
2. What response (if any) the school should have in response to that violation.  

 
The “Honor Committee” is comprised of three faculty members and 4-5 students, specifically: 
The Head of School, the Assistant Head of School, and one additional faculty member chosen 
at “random”; the President or Presidents of the Student Body and an additional 3 students 
chosen at “random ”.  The committee meets by recommendation of the Administrative Team 3

and all Honor Committee meetings are highly confidential. 
 
The role of a great Honor Committee is not necessarily to serve as a disciplinary body, but to 
seek clarity.  When we are concerned that a student has behaved in such a way as to 
negatively impact the well-being of a student or the well-being of our institution, we will ask 
that student to meet with the Honor Committee in order to discuss “what should happen next”. 
In some situations, the Honor Committee may suggest that the incident was in fact 
“mission-appropriate” and have no additional response; in others, the Honor Committee may 
suggest a mechanism via which the student may “make it up” to the community; in others, the 
Honor Committee may suggest a more traditional “disciplinary” response from the school.   
 
There are unique disciplinary situations which may arise over the course of a school year which 
demand a level of confidentiality that extends beyond the structure of the Honor Committee. 
The Administrative team does reserve the right in such situations to make disciplinary decisions 
without the inclusion of the Honor Committee.   
 
 
 
   

2 Although in truth it should probably be called a “Mission Committee”. 
3 For now: names to be drawn out of a hat. 
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 V. Change management , And The Future .  
 
 
A final note. 
 
At Stone, we assess our faculty in a way that is not-so-different from the way we assess our 
students: we ask our faculty to collect and exhibit “evidence” of their work, and that “evidence” 
ends up in one of five buckets which represent our values as a workplace.  Most of the buckets 
are pretty technical in nature, but my favorite is this: culture, and change management. 
 
We’re an incredibly young institution, and for us to grow the way we want to -- for us to 
compete in this market, for us to lead a national conversation about assessment, for us to 
explore truly What School Could Be -- we have to be incredibly comfortable with change, we 
have to accept the fact that “change” is part of who we are and who we will be.  When we talk 
about change in this context, we mean the framework of the school -- the building, the model, 
the delivery, the pedagogy. 
 
Here’s what I hope never changes: our ongoing and incessant pursuit of “rigor” and of “joy”. 
 
Our ongoing belief that Culture Beats Strategy. 
 
It’s been an extraordinary 15 months building this institution alongside you, and a whole lot of 
fun writing this first draft of How Stone Works.  I can’t wait to see how both grow in the 
versions which follow. 
 
With much more than thanks, 
 
Mike Simpson 
Head of School 
 
  
 
 
 


